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Publisher: Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications Journal of Object-Oriented
Programming: Visual C + + geometric modeling based on ACIS (2) is the basis for the design of
object-oriented programming and improve tutorial. Book first comprehensive C + + programming
related knowledge and object-oriented related concept. including C + + data types. program
structure. classes. objects. inheritance. overloading. etc.; then introduced the Visual C + +
integrated development environment. the MFC and Applications the procedural framework MFC
program design methods and ideas. including the contents of the dialog box. the creation and use
of resources. simple graphics and text output. Windows standard controls. but also about database
programming and 3D modeling engine ACIS and HOOPS . Book to the concept of C + + and Visual C +
+ visual design combine to make it easier for students to accept. In order to make the reader a
better grasp of the book focus each chapter with a lot of practice and programming exercises. This
book is the author summarizes many years...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely one of the best publication I have actually read. Indeed, it is perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Your lifestyle span will
likely be transform when you complete reading this book.
-- Mrs. Agustina Kemmer V-- Mrs. Agustina Kemmer V

This ebook is indeed gripping and fascinating. it had been writtern really properly and helpful. I am very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a
published publication.
-- Maude Ritchie-- Maude Ritchie
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